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Intercounty Transfers

To provide guidelines for transferring a child’s case to or from another county
within California.

Approved

This policy was originally approved by the Children and Family Services (CFS)
Director, effective January 1, 1988, and revised with approval by Michael Riley,
Ph.D., Director of CFS, on July 14, 2006. Signature on file.

Background

To better serve children and families whose cases require transfer between
California counties, the Children’s Committee of Child Welfare Directors
Association (CWDA) developed a Statewide Intercounty Transfer (ICT) Protocol.
This protocol was officially approved by the CWDA Board of Directors in May
2004, and distributed.
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Purpose

WIC §17.1 defines the legal residence of a minor
WIC § 375-376 allows Juvenile Courts to make transfer orders
WIC § 377-378 directs Courts regarding transfer orders and transfer of case files
WIC § 379 identifies sending and receiving counties as “parties” in the action
with appeal rights regarding residence
WIC § 380 allows Courts to maintain jurisdiction over dependent children
residing in other counties and permits courtesy supervision by other counties
Rules of Court 1425 and 1426 provide parameters for Juvenile Courts in
determining case transfer orders and procedure to be followed
EAS Manual § 40-187 through § 40-190 defines the 30-day transfer period for
cash cases and the responsibilities of sending and receiving counties
ACL No. 00-52, dated August 7, 2000, outlines the CWS/CMS requirements to
meet the full utilization mandates
CWDA Memo, ICT Protocol, dated November 3, 2004, defines criteria and
necessary steps for ICT consistency of practice.
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Legal Mandates

C

California counties are directed to include this protocol in their ICT Policy and
Procedure for consistency of service. This Policy and Procedure revision is in
response to that directive, and applies to all intercounty case transfers.

POLICY

ICT Coordinator
and County
Contacts

For case transfers, CFS will provide a CWS/CMS ICT In-box and a staff person
who is designated as ICT Coordinator. The ICT Coordinator, as well as
designated Court Clerical, Foster Care Eligibility and Program/Policy staff, will be
listed on the CWS/CMS website as Orange County’s contacts.
The ICT Coordinator will be considered the primary point of contact for Orange
County and will assist in resolving transfer problems to ensure timely transfers
to and from other counties.

A.

The child's legal residence.

B.

The child's best interest.
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Legal Residence

The assigned Senior Social Worker (SSW) will determine the appropriateness of
case transfer to another county based on:

The child's legal residence is defined as one of the following:
A.

The residence of the parent/guardian with whom the child maintains
residence or would maintain residence if Juvenile Court were not involved.

B.

The county of residence of a Safely Surrendered Baby.

C.

The county in which the court issued termination of parental rights.

D.

The county in which the child has been living for one year, if residence is
not determined using the above definitions.
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Transfer Out

If the child's legal residence is in another county, further assessment will be
done to determine if transfer is in the child's best interest.
When the child is detained and petition filed in Orange County but legal
residence is in another county, or changed to another county following
detention, the case may be transferred to the other county after Court has
made a finding of the facts.
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Pre-Disposition
Transfers

Juvenile Courts may order transfer either before or after disposition of the case.
Therefore, at the Jurisdictional/Dispositional hearing, the SSW may consider
whether it serves the child best by recommending both jurisdiction and
disposition findings prior to transfer, or jurisdiction only and transfer to the other
county for disposition.

Post-Disposition
Transfers

A.

When the child is declared an Orange County dependent, case transfer
may be in the child's best interest if the:
1.

Level of services can be continued and the needs of the child and
family can be met.

2.

Stability of the placement can be reasonably assured if the child is
moved to the other county.
Note: Transferring the case does not automatically mean moving
the child. The parent and child do not have to reside in the same
county.

4.

5.

B.

Parent who is defining the child's legal residence is stable, not
subject to frequent moves, and has resided in the other county at
least 30 continuous days at the new address.
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3.

Child is in the other county due to a 60-day trial visit that has been
successfully completed (trial visits should be considered temporary
until after the 60th day).
Child has resided in a long-term, stable placement under a
permanent plan in the other county with little or no contact with
parents.

When the child is declared an Orange County dependent, case transfer
may not be in the child's best interest if the:
Child is older and may emancipate soon, even though the residence
has been in the other county for one year.

C

1.

Recommendation of legal guardianship or adoption will be made
soon.

O

2.

3.

Quality of relationship between SSW and child is good, the SSW has
a good knowledge of the case history, and travel distance is not
great.

4.

Child is in a permanent plan and reunification with parents is
unlikely.

5.

Child is residing in a group home in the other county but treatment
goals have not yet been achieved to allow a placement change to a
lower level of care.

6.

Child is residing in a group home in the other county and county
funds are needed to continue to supplement the cost of the case
plan.

7.

Child is residing with a relative or NREFM with a reassessment due
within 60 days from the date of planned transfer. (The reassessment
will need to be completed prior to giving primary assignment to the
receiving county.)

When the child is declared an Orange County dependent, case transfers
are not to be recommended if:
1.

A hearing is scheduled within 90 days from the date the transfer is
requested.

2.

A WIC §366.26 hearing has been scheduled.

3.

An appeal of a WIC §366.26 hearing is pending.

4.

The child has been declared free from parental care and control.

5.

A “reasonable efforts” finding has not been made at the most recent
hearing.
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C.

Court Report and If case transfer is determined to be appropriate, the assigned SSW will submit
Orders
the appropriate report (Jurisdictional/Dispositional Hearing Report, Status
Review Court Report or Modification Petition) with the recommendation and
basis of recommendation to transfer the child’s case.
If recommending the child be transferred to the other county, the SSW will also
request the Court to authorize funds for travel.
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In addition, the SSW will prepare Juvenile Court Transfer Orders Form JV-550 for
the Court order (one form for each child) and send with the Court Report and
legal file. Confidential address information is to be omitted on the JV-550, but
may be communicated to Court by sending Information for Court Officer Form
F063-28-163. The assigned Court Officer will complete the JV-550, indicating the
Court’s orders, and the Bench Officer will sign the form.
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Court clerical staff will send a copy of the complete legal file to the receiving
county within ten days, unless the exception below applies.
Exception: A child who is ordered transferred must be delivered to the
receiving county within seven court days along with a copy of the Court file. In
this case, the SSW will need to make arrangements with (1) the Transfer Court
Clerk (935-6420) for pick-up of the Court file and (2) the receiving county to
receive the transfer of both child and documents.

Transition Tasks

After the Court has ordered the case transfer, the following transition tasks are
to be completed by the assigned SSW prior to completion of the transfer:
A.

Eligibility:
Notification to the child’s Eligibility Technician (ET), if the child has a cash
case, for initiating the transfer of the financial case. Eligibility will need
30-60 days to transfer the cash case. During this time, the SSW will need
to remain in contact with the ET about any placement changes occurring
within the receiving county. Although services may transfer more quickly,
the ICT is not considered complete until the financial case is also
completed; i.e. the receiving county has picked up the financial payment.

If the child has current Emergency Assistance (EA) Program funding, the
ET will notify the receiving county of the remainder of time eligible to the
program and will update the Assistance to Children in Emergency (ACE)
tracking system.
B.

Services:
Retention of all services and case management responsibilities until it has
been verified that the case has been received and filed by the Court clerk
in the receiving county.

C.

Communication:
Notification to the receiving county about an extremely difficult case or
special needs that are being transferred.

D.
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The SSW also continues to be responsible for telephone requests from the
receiving county until the financial case is complete. Any request for hard
copies of case information are to be fulfilled in a timely manner.
CWS/CMS:
Completion of the following CWS/CMS tasks prior to transfer of the
electronic case:
1.
2.

The parent's name, address and phone number information in the
Case alerts field of ID page, Case Management Section.
Current information in the following notebooks:

C

3.

The transfer request page, including supervisory approval.

Contacts
Case plan
Health
Education
Client
Family Information
Placement
Court management

O

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E.

Court:
Notification to Orange County Juvenile Court by exparte when the
receiving county has verified receipt of the case. Request termination of
dependency and vacating of any future hearings on calendar.
The Juvenile Court DP/J number and the child's Associated Attorney
relationships are to be end-dated in CWS/CMS after Court terminates the
dependency. CWS/CMS automatically end-dates state special project
codes only.

Note: The CWS case is transferred, not closed. The CWS/CMS system
continues to show an open case for the child in the other county.
The ICT is considered complete on the last day that Orange County pays for the
placement.

ICT Coordinator

Juvenile Court will receive jurisdiction of the case upon receipt by the Court
Clerk and filing of the order of transfer from the sending county. The Court Clerk
will:
A.

Calendar an Acceptance of Transfer hearing.

B.

Notify the child, parents, and ICT Coordinator of the hearing.

The ICT Coordinator will:
A.

Review the incoming file.

B.

Verify the child’s legal residence.

C.

Communicate with the sending county.

D.

Submit the report with appropriate recommendation to the Court.

E.

Initiate the assignment of CFS program, based on the existing order of the
sending Court, and the assignment of a SSW who will receive the case for
services

F.

Receive the electronic file in the ICT In-box, re-enter state special project
codes, if needed, and forward the electronic case to the assigned SSW for
services. (See CWS instructions for special project code entries.)
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Transfer In

O

C

Note: The above transfer-out policy also applies to other counties when
transferring cases to Orange County. Therefore, the CFS ET will not have the
financial case or control of the Medi-Cal record during the transition period of an
incoming ICT.

REQUIRED FORMS

Online Forms

Required forms that may be printed out and completed, or completed online,
are listed below and may be accessed by clicking on the link provided.
Form Name

Form Number

Information for Court Officer

F063-28-163

Hard Copy Forms Required forms that must be completed in hard copy (including multi-copy NCR
forms) are listed below, and must be obtained in the CFS forms rooms. For
reference purposes only, links are provided to view these hard copy forms,
where available.
Form Name

Form Number

Juvenile Court Transfer Orders

JV-550

CWS/CMS Forms

The following required forms may only be obtained in CWS/CMS. For reference
purposes only, links are provided to view these CWS/CMS forms, where
available.
Form Name

Form Number

None

PROCEDURE

The following actions are to be completed when considering transfer of a
child’s case to another county.

Staff
Responsible

Step

SSW

1.

Required Action

SS
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Required Actions—
Transfer Out

Verify residence and evaluate case for transfer, using the policy
guidelines above.
If transfer is appropriate, complete steps 2-9.

2.

a.

Prepare Court report for calendared hearing, adding the
transfer recommendation and basis for recommendation.

–OR–

C

Prepare Modification Petition with recommendation and
basis, if between hearings.

b.

Prepare Form JV-550 to accompany report and file (separate form
for each child):

O

3.

Request the Court to authorize funds for travel of child and
staff if also recommending the child be transferred to the
receiving county.

a.

Enter case name, number.

b.

Indicate § 300 court case.

c.

Indicate “For disposition” if recommending transfer for a
detained child.

–OR–
Indicate “Of dependency” if recommending transfer for a
declared minor.
d.
Court Officer

4.

Complete items 1 and 4(a)(c)(d).

Complete Form JV-550 items 2, 3, and 4(e)(f)(g) for Court orders.

5.

SSW

6.

7.

Enter Court findings and orders in CWS/CMS.

b.

Return file and Minute Order or Modification Petition with
conformed copy of JV-550 to assigned SSW.

Communicate with:
a.

Receiving county's designated contact persons as listed on
CWS/CMS website, if needed.

b.

Orange County's ET, if transfer of cash case necessary.

c.

Orange County's ICT Coordinator, if assistance is needed
with resolving transfer issues.

d.

Orange County's Court Transfer Clerk and receiving county,
if exception applies as noted in above policy.

a.

Transfer electronic case, per above guidelines, when County
Clerk verifies receipt and filing of case in the receiving
county.

b.

Keep secondary assignment and give receiving county
primary assignment in ICT In-box.

Submit exparte:
a.

Informing Court that the receiving county has accepted the
case.

b.

Requesting any outstanding hearings on calendar be
vacated.

O
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8.

a.

SS
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Court Clerical

9.

Communicate with ET and Unit Clerk about any placement
changes made by the receiving county.

10.

End-date all pertinent CWS/CMS fields when cash and services
case transfer has been completed and no further entries are
needed. This includes Court DP# and attorney relationships. Do
not close CWS case.
Note: ICT is considered complete on the last day that Orange
County pays for the placement and receiving county picks up
payment.

Required Actions—
Transfer In

The following actions are to be completed when receiving an ICT from
another county.

Staff
Responsible

Step

Required Action

ICT Coordinator

1.

Receive notification of incoming case transfer from Court Clerk
and review file.

2.

Verify legal residence through home visit and face-to-face contact
with parent or guardian, as defined in policy above.

3.

Communicate with sending county, if needed.

4.

Contact appropriate program, based on the sending court’s
existing orders, and request assignment of SSW.

5.

Complete and submit Acceptance of Transfer Court Report,
including appropriate recommendation based on verification of
residence.

6.

Court Clerical

7.

b.

If case is post-disposition, request a Case Plan Review to be
calendared in 30 days and Status Review to be calendared
when legally due.

c.

If an inappropriate transfer, request Court accept transfer,
and transfer out to appropriate county. See “Required
Actions–Transfer Out” above.

Call ICT Coordinator and newly assigned SSW with results of Court
hearing.
Enter court finding in CWS/CMS; send file to newly assigned SSW.

C

Court Officer

8.

Check electronic file for state special project codes, when case is
received in ICT In-box. Re-enter state codes, if needed. (See CWS
instructions.)

O

ICT Coordinator

SSW

If case is pre-disposition, request Dispositional hearing to be
calendared one month after acceptance of transfer.

SS
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a.

9.

Forward electronic file to assigned SSW.

10.

a.

Begin service delivery to child, placement, and parents, as
appropriate.

b.

Communicate with sending county through the transition
period of financial case transfer.

c.

Contact ICT Coordinator if assistance is needed.

